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Introduction 
 
The biomaterials research domain is a multidisciplinary one and includes various aspects of materials 
science, chemistry, physics, biology and medicine. A biomaterial is a non-viable material used in 
medical devices intended to interact with biological systems in order to evaluate, treat, augment or 
replace any tissue, organ or function of the body [1]. The performance and applications of biomaterials 
in biological systems are of critical importance for the development of biomedical implants and tissue 
engineering. There are numerous biomaterials that can be used in the human body, such as metals 
(e.g. stainless steel, cobalt alloys, titanium alloys), ceramics (aluminium oxide, zirconia, calcium 
phosphates), and synthetic and natural polymers [2]. Among these, titanium (Ti) and titanium alloys are 
considered to be some of the most significant biomaterials, due to their resistance to body fluid effects, 
great tensile strength, flexibility and high corrosion resistance and this specific combination of strength 
and biocompatibility [3] makes them suitable for medical applications. For example, commercially pure 
Ti (c.p.Ti) is the dominant material used for dental implants while for orthopaedic applications Ti-6Al-
4V alloy is used [4]. Here, in this chapter various methods of surface modification of titanium and its 
alloys are reviewed, including promising methods of obtaining specific nanotopography (e.g. titanium 
nanostructures) such as electrochemical anodization, together with the latest research evaluating the 
use and importance of nanotubular structures on Ti and its alloys for biomedical applications, as well as 
future perspectives. 
 
Titanium and titanium alloys in medical applications 
 
Metallic materials have been used in medical applications (orthopaedics or dentistry) for more than 50 
years. Titanium and its alloys received extensive attention in dental applications so that nowadays 
commercially pure Ti (c.p.Ti) is the dominant material for dental implants and is used as an alternative 
to Ag-Pd-Au-Cu alloy – not only because of its excellent properties but also due to the increasing cost of 
Pd. Other reported representative dental titanium alloys are Ti–6Al–7Nb, Ti–6Al–4V, Ti–13Cu–4.5Ni, Ti–
25Pd–5Cr, Ti–20Cr–0.2Si etc. [5]. For hard tissue replacement, the low Young´s modulus of titanium 
and its alloys is generally viewed as a biomechanical advantage because the low elastic modulus can 
result in smaller stress shielding compared to other implant materials, and thus inducing healthier and 
faster bone regeneration [6]. Besides artificial bones, joint replacements and dental implants, titanium 
and titanium alloys are often used in cardiovascular implants, for example in prosthetic heart valves, 
protective cases for pacemakers, artificial hearts and circulatory devices. Because of their inert, strong 
and non-magnetic properties, some alloys like nickel-titanium alloy (Nitinol, shape memory alloy) have 
received more attention in magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), which is a very powerful diagnostic tool. 
Currently, nickel-titanium alloy stents are often used in treatment of cardiovascular disease and are 
usually coated with a thin carbon film to enhance blood compatibility [7].  
Since the focus of biomaterials has shifted towards tissue engineering, complex medical applications 
and biotechnology, there is a need to better define and evaluate the specific interaction between 
biomaterials and tissue components. After a thorough evaluation of the biomaterials field, Williams 
proposed a unified concept of biocompatibility [3], which states that “Biocompatibility refers to the 
ability of a biomaterial to perform its desired function with respect to medical therapy, without eliciting 
any undesirable local or systemic effects in the recipient or beneficiary of that therapy, but generating 
the most appropriate beneficial cellular or tissue response in that specific situation, and optimising the 
clinically relevant performance of that therapy.”. Titanium and its alloys remain essentially unchanged 
when implanted into the body and this is a result of their excellent corrosion resistance, so that such 
materials are referred to as bio-stable or biologically inert [4].  
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The widespread and successful application of titanium and titanium alloys in biomedical devices 
(implants) is clearly due to the combination of its high corrosion resistance and appropriate mechanical 
performance, which in turn makes it biocompatible. The outstanding corrosion resistance of titanium 
and titanium alloys in vivo environments is actually due to their ability to form a chemically stable, 
highly adherent and continuous protective oxide layer on their surface [8, 9]. Although this protective 
oxide layer is thermodynamically stable; nevertheless, metal containing species can still be released 
through a passive-dissolution mechanism.  
Titanium is a reactive material and has an very high affinity for oxygen, which means that the 
protective oxide film forms spontaneously and instantly and its disruption or damage is repaired 
immediately [9], if the metal is in the presence of air or oxidizing media, as is the case in a biological 
system when a bioliquid surrounds the metal [10]. This is generally valid for all metals used in surgical 
implants, as these metals obtain passivity from the oxide films of the alloying elements – except for 
applications where there is no oxygen present or in a reducing medium, which could occur in a crevice 
where titanium could not form the passive film and as such would not be corrosion resistant [11].  
The nature, composition and thickness of the protective oxide layers formed on titanium and titanium 
alloys depend on the environmental conditions. Usually, the composition of the protective oxide film is 
based on TiO2, Ti2O3 or TiO [9,11]. It could be that the oxide film results from bulk titanium alone and 
that alloying elements (e.g. Mo, Nb, V, Cr, etc.) are probably not present in the passive film to any 
significant extent [11]. From a microscopic point of view, it was shown that the passive film is 
continuously dissolved and reconstructed in aqueous solutions [12]. As such, dissolution of alloying 
elements is possible, as well as incorporation of different elements from solution into the film  – e.g. 
repassivation of titanium in biological liquid led to the adsorption of calcium and phosphate ions into 
the film and at the outermost surface calcium phosphate and calcium titanium phosphate were formed 
[13].  
The most frequently mentioned mechanical properties of titanium and its alloys are summarized and 
compared to those of stainless steel and Co-Cr based alloys in Table 5.1. These latter are the major 
classes of selected metals and alloys used in the manufacture of dental, maxillofacial, orthopaedic, 
cardiac and cardiovascular implants. Compared to other metallic materials, titanium is more suitable 
for orthopaedics due to its high specific strength and low elastic modulus. Because the Young’s 
modulus is smaller, less stress shielding can be expected leading to, as previously mentioned, healthier 
and faster bone regeneration [6]. A low elastic modulus is desirable, as the metal should tend to 
behave a little more like bone itself, which from a biomechanical perspective is essential. Titanium and 
its alloys have a significantly lower density than other metallic biomaterials, so that Ti implants are 
lighter than similar items fabricated from stainless steel or Co-Cr alloys. However, because of its low 
hardness, titanium exhibits a low wear and abrasion resistance, which can result in a reduced service 
life of the implant. By applying a suitable surface modification method, this problem can, to a large 
extent, be overcome [5]. 
 
TABLE 5.1  
Mechanical properties of c.p. Ti grade II and titanium alloys [14, 16] 
 

Material Density (kg/m
3
) Young’s modulus, E (GPa) 

c.p. Ti grade II 4200 100-110 

Ti-6Al-4V 4500 100-130 

Ti-6Al-7Nb 4520 110-130 

Stainless steel 316L 7800 200 

Co-Cr alloys 8500 210-230 
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As a result of the properties shown above, titanium is considered to be one of the most promising 
biomaterials for implants, especially in orthopaedic applications such as joint replacements and bone 
pins, plates and screws for repairing broken bones. One important aspect is that the fate of the implant 
material is not only governed by the bulk of the material (critical in determining the biological 
performance), but also by its surface properties (surface chemistry and structure) which are crucial 
factors in the interactions of the material with the surrounding tissue. The material chosen as bulk 
material should withstand stresses which are too high for ceramic or polymeric materials, but 
acceptable for metallic materials. However, the human body is able to recognise implant materials as 
foreign and tries to isolate them by encasing in fibrous tissues. Such is the case if the surface properties 
are not capable of leading to formation of a stable bonding between the surface of the implant and the 
surrounding tissue, but result in the formation of a fibrous layer which would undermine the load 
transmission between bone and implant, and would favour micro movements, eventually leading to 
implant failure [17].  
 
 

Biocompatibility of medical devices and the need for surface 
modification  
 
Depending on the intended implant location, namely the desired application of the biomedical device, 
there are different factors to be considered. For example, if the biomedical device is intended to be a 
blood-contacting device (catheter, graft and stent), blood compatibility (haemocompatibility) of the 
biomaterials is crucial, whereas for bone applications osseointegration is the key parameter. For both 
types of applications, the host response and its severity are strictly related to the surface properties of 
the biomaterial.   
Biomedical devices for use in contact with blood must not activate the intrinsic blood coagulation 
system, nor attract or alter platelets or leucocytes. From this point of view, biocompatibility is more 
difficult to achieve as it covers aspects such as thrombogenicity, complement activation, leukocyte 
activation and changes in plasma proteins [18]. 
After the implantation of a blood contacting biomaterial, the first event that rapidly takes place is blood 
protein adsorption at the solid-liquid interface. The proteins undergo conformational changes allowing 
biological interactions and depending on the exposure time, the composition of the adsorbed protein 
layer varies and proteins with stronger adsorption are favoured. In time, a resident protein layer is 
formed which influences the interaction of platelets, activation of intrinsic coagulation, adhesion and 
aggregation of platelets and activation of the complement system [18]. Furthermore, at the implant or 
platelet adhesion surface, some blood coagulation factors are triggered and this could lead to 
formation of thrombin, converting fibrinogen into insoluble fibrin, from which a fibrin network and 
thrombin can be produced [19]. Several studies have reported the haemocompatibility of titanium 
[18,19] but less data is available on the haemocompatibility of nanobiomaterials [20,21]: the current 
status of research is further discussed in next sections. 
The clinical goal and most critical factor in the success of bone implants (orthopaedics and dentistry) is 
achieving osseointegration, particularly by establishing a strong and long-lasting connection between 
the implant surface and peri-implant bone, leading to a stable mechanical attachment of the implant at 
the site of the implantation [22].  
In bone, titanium is integrated in close apposition to the mineralized tissues under the proper 
conditions. However, titanium and bone are generally separated by a thin soft-tissue layer as a result of 
a weak foreign body reaction that prevents titanium from being in direct contact with the bone [23]. As 
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soon as the implantation procedure occurs, several biological reactions take place in a specific order. 
Initially, there will be wetting of the implant surface and rapid adsorption of biologically active 
molecules (such as proteins), followed by enlisting of the osteoprogenitor cells that would regenerate 
the tissue [17]. It is obvious that the two factors affecting osseointegration are the mechanical 
properties of the implant and the biological interactions with the metal surface, of which the latter is 
more relevant. These interactions could lead to:  
 

I. Successful osseointegration as a result of the osteoconductive process of healing of 
the peri-implant bone, when newly formed bone has direct contact with the implant 
surface as a result of bone cell proliferation and differentiation.  

II. Rejection, due to an acute foreign body response caused by the inflammatory 
response reaction of the body to the implant. 

III. Micromovements of the implant, favouring the formation of fibrous tissue instead of 
a bony interface, due to the lack of stability between the surrounding tissue and the 
implant surface. Micromovements can lead to implant failure. 

IV. Bacterial infection at the surface of the implant that might lead to biofilm formation 
and thus to short-term or long-term failure of the implant. 
 

Usually, the steps occuring in the interaction between a biomaterial and the body, i.e. the healing 
response, consist of acute inflammation, chronic inflammation, granulation tissue formation, foreign 
body reaction and fibrosis [24]. Regardless of the type of biomaterial used or of the injury location, the 
initial inflammation response is always present and will progress to acute inflammation (which usually 
lasts only a few days). If the inflammatory responses do not subside, chronic inflammation sets in 
followed by granulation tissue formation (the amount of granulation tissue determines the extent of 
fibrosis). The foreign body response is next and the most important factor at this point is the surface 
properties of the biomaterial as they influence the presence and magnitude of the foreign body 
response. The last step in the healing process is fibrosis, which consists of encapsulation of the fibrous 
tissue of the implant and depends on the proliferation capacity of the cells in the respective tissue [24].  
It should be pointed out that for both orthopaedic and dental implants, fibrous encapsulation is not 
desirable as it cannot withstand the same physical stresses as bone, thus leading to micromovements. 
Recruitment of parenchymal cells (specifically osteosblasts) on the implant surface is desired. 
Considering the above-mentioned factors, it is obvious that there is still room to improve the implant 
surface, especially to enhance tissue engineering and to decrease implant failure or rejection. Firstly, 
bone regeneration is a slow process so improvements were and are currently being made in order to 
achieve faster osseointegration, either by morphological modifications or by various coatings, as will be 
discussed in detail in the following sections. Secondly, a common cause of implant failure is bacterial 
infection and the possibility of a bacteria-repellent surface modification is worth investigating. 
Currently, the most common method of achieving improvement is by modification of the implant’s 
surface properties, either morphologically and/or by biochemical coatings. It follows that there is a 
major need for surface modification of implants in order to increase tissue adhesion, implant 
integration, decrease bacterial adhesion and decrease inflammatory response or to avoid the foreign 
body response. 
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Surface modification of titanium and its alloys  
 
It is evident that the response of a biomaterial depends entirely on its biocompatibility and surface 
properties. Therefore, in order to improve the performance of biomaterials in biological systems, there 
is an urgent need for their surface modification [25]. The structures encountered by the cells present in 
the human body are not only on the micrometre scale but also on the nanometre scale since bone is 
made up of nanostructures. Consequently, it is necessary to produce better implant materials, i.e with 
nanometre roughness, especially since the influence of the surface roughness on cell attachment was 
evaluated mainly on the micrometre scale.  
There are various approaches possible to modify the surface of metallic materials (including nanophase 
materials) that improve their cellular activities when compared with conventional microrough 
materials. Generally, nanoscale surfaces possess high surface energy leading to increased initial protein 
adsorption which is very important in regulating the cellular interactions on the implant surface. 
Surface properties also have an impact on adhesion, together with charge distribution and the 
chemistry of the material [26,27]. It was recently observed that the roughness of titanium 
nanostructures alone influences the adhesion of osteoblast cells and their spreading and proliferation 
[28].  
In the present section, surface modification methods for titanium and titanium alloys will be reviewed, 
including the mechanical, chemical and physical methods used for morphological modifications 
(increasing roughness, shifting topography from the micro to the nanoscale, tailoring the nanoscale 
morphology), or for obtaining different coatings on the surface of the implant. These include 
hydroxyapatite, biomimetic calcium phosphate coatings, biomolecule functionalized coatings, as well 
as a mixture of morphological changes and coatings for a combined synergistic effect. The goal is to 
improve bioactivity, biocompatibility, blood compatibility, and the wear and corrosion resistance of 
titanium and titanium alloys for their respective applications. 
 

Overview of surface modification methods for titanium and its alloy  
 
The assumption that increasing the surface roughness of a metallic implant will result in higher 
micromechanical retention than for a smooth or as-machined implant was proven to be correct [29]. 
Nowadays, the implant surface is modified in commercial products by mechanical methods (grit 
blasting with various types and sizes of abrasives, attrition for obtaining nanophase materials), 
chemical methods (acid etching, electrochemical processes) and physical methods (plasma-sprayed 
titanium coatings) or by their combination [30,31]. In vitro results indicated a correlation between 
surface roughness and cellular attachment and osteoblast activity [32,33], as well as with other factors 
influencing implant osteointegration (selective protein adhesion, collagen synthesis, and chondrocyte 
maturation) [34, 36]. The results were conclusively supported by in vivo tests [37, 39]; namely, 
microstructured surfaces provided a better implant surface–bone contact and an increased mechanical 
retention after implantation. Material roughness modification influences other physicochemical 
properties, e.g. the higher the roughness, the higher the local surface electrostatic charge density 
[40,41] and adhesion energy. It is possible to design metallic surfaces with high surface energy and 
superhydrophilic properties through different methods [40,42], which are shown to accelerate the 
early stages of bone healing [42,43], possibly by preferential adsorption of fibronectin, osteocalcin or 
other growth factors and by favouring bone growth [44]; however, the mechanism of this higher 
osseointegration has not yet been elucidated.  
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Roughness modification does not alter the bioinert nature of titanium and titanium alloys and hence 
further chemical modifications were developed to ensure rapid osseointegration (rapid bone 
regeneration). Starting from simple inorganic coatings containing apatite (with the potential to actively 
signal the cells at the implant surface after implantation) up to more complex coatings, much research 
was performed both in vitro and in vivo to evaluate the optimal method of deposition (e.g. plasma-
spray, electrodeposition, biomimetic precipitation of calcium phosphate by immersion in a simulated 
body fluid, protein adsorption, etc.), as well as investigation of their mechanical properties. Recently, 
more emphasis was put on biomolecule functionalization of the implant surface with different 
molecules (natural extracellular matrix proteins such as collagen, fibronenctin, etc.; peptides; 
engineered protein fragments). Nevertheless, the critical steps are the actual binding of the bioactive 
molecule to the implant surface and the selection of the immobilization method. 
A tremendous amount of research has been invested into surface modification of microrough and 
nanorough titanium and titanium implants [45]. If the “somewhat” compact surface of the implant is 
replaced with a nanostructured surface (nanotubes, nanorods, etc.), it follows that the possibilities of 
structural, surface and chemical modifications are numerous and their resulting synergistic effects 
could lead to significant improvements in the field of tissue engineering. 
 
Mechanical methods 
 
The mechanical methods widely used to obtain either a rough or a smooth surface are subtraction or 
attrition processes (as shown in Table 5.2) [46]. The main objective of mechanical modification is to 
obtain specific surface topographies, to clean or roughen the surface, which could lead to improved 
adhesion in bonding, as the roughness of the structure would be more favourable for bio-
mineralization due to the increased surface area [40]. These methods involve external action by the 
application of physical forces to modify the surface characteristics. Common mechanical surface 
modification methods, such as machining, polishing, and grit-blasting involve physical treatment by 
shaping or removal of the materials surface. In the case of metallic materials, machining usually 
produces deformations: crystalline grains disappear, surface properties are changed and, in general, 
surface hardness increases. In order to obtain finer degrees of the finishing, surfaces can be exposed to 
a smoothing process, by means of polishing. Blasting process consists of the impact of a jet of abrasive 
particles against the surface by compressed air; this could also increase the surface reactivity of the 
metal and the blasting particles can induce abrasive pollution on the implant surface [7].  
The currently used micron sized surfaces of biomaterials do not perfectly replicate the surface or the 
mechanical properties of the replaced bone, which can lead to failure due to insufficient bonding with 
juxtaposed bone, bone loss, implant loosening or fracture. 
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TABLE 5.2  
Overview of mechanical methods used for surface modification of Ti and Ti alloys [7] 
 

Mechanical methods [7] Modified layer Objective 

Grinding 
Polishing 

Machining 
Blasting 

Rough or smooth 
surface formed by the 
subtraction process 

Produce specific surface 
topographies; 
Clean and roughen surface; 
Improve adhesion in bonding. 

 
 
 

Attrition 

To fabricate nanophase 
surface layers on 
titanium of commercial 
purity which improve 
the tensile properties 
and surface hardness of 
the titanium 

 
Produce materials with 
nanometre size grains (1-100nm);  
To produce rough morphology 
and higher hydrophilicity. 
 
 

 
Nanophase materials are unique materials that simulate the dimensions of the components constituing 
bone since they possess particle or grain sizes less than 100 nm [33]. Interestingly, osteoblasts were 
observed to adhere specifically at particle boundaries. Since a nanophase metal has a higher 
percentage of particle boundaries at the surface, this could explain the greater number of osteoblast 
cells on nanophase metals compared to conventional ones [33]. Nanophase materials possess unique 
surface and mechanical properties similar to bone and are thus considered to represent the future 
generation of orthopaedic biomaterials (human bone consists of inorganic minerals of grain size varying 
from 20 to 80 nm in length and 2 to 3 nm in diameter) [33]. Variations of the adhesion energy due to 
variation in the nanosurface roughness lead to desirable cellular responses on nanostructured titanium 
and other materials, resulting in high osseointegration. Studies [33-41] investigating cell adhesion on a 
submicron, nanometre structured titanium surface compared to a flat smooth titanium surface 
suggested that both nanometre and submicron surfaces have very high adhesion energy, thus resulting 
in a high adhesion of bone cells.  
 
Chemical methods 
 
The main objective of using chemical methods is to improve biocompatibility, bioactivity and bone 
conductivity, corrosion resistance and removal of contamination. These methods provide titanium with 
bioactive surface characteristics. Some of the commonly used chemical methods are reviewed in this 
section (Table 5.3). The most widely used chemical methods are acid and alkaline etching, 
electrochemical anodization, chemical deposition and biochemical surface coating methods [7,47,48], 
and these will be further discussed in what follows.  
The chemical methods described here include chemical treatments consisting of soaking in NaOH 
followed by heat treatment, or etching in HCl [49] and subsequent NaOH treatment, electrochemical 
treatment (anodic oxidation) [50, 53], sol–gel deposition [54,55], hydrogen peroxide treatment [

56
], 

chemical vapour deposition (CVD) [57,58], and biochemical modification [17,23]. During chemical 
treatment, electrochemical treatment or biochemical modification, chemical, electrochemical or 
biochemical reactions occur, respectively, at the interface between titanium and the solution.  
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Chemical treatment 
 
Chemical treatments of titanium and its alloys are mainly based on chemical reactions occurring at the 
interface between titanium and the solution. Common chemical treatments include acid, alkali, H2O2, 
heat, and passivation treatments [56,59,60]. Such treatments are generally performed to remove the 
oxide scales and contamination present on the surface and can also improve biocompatibility, 
bioactivity or bone conductivity. 
 
TABLE 5.3  
Overview of chemical methods used for surface modification of Ti and Ti alloys [7,47,48] 
 

Chemical methods  Modified layer Objective 

Chemical treatment 
     Acidic treatment [59] 
 
      
    Alkaline treatment [60] 
     
    
   
    Hydrogen peroxide                     
     treatment [56] 
   
 

 
<10 nm of surface oxide layer 
 
~1µm of sodium titanate gel 
 
 
 
~5 nm of dense inner oxide 
and porous outer layer 
 

 
Remove oxide scales and 
contamination.  
 
Improve biocompatibility, 
bioactivity or bone 
conductivity. 
 
Improve biocompatibility, 
bioactivity or bone 
conductivity. 
 

     
     Sol-gel [54] 

~10µm of thin film, such as 
calcium phosphate, TiO2 
and silica 

Improve biocompatibility, 
bioactivity 
or bone conductivity 

          
     CVD [56] 
 

~1µm of TiN, TiC, TiCN, 
diamond and diamond-like 
carbon thin film 
 

Improve wear resistance, 
corrosion resistance and blood 
compatibility 
 

  
 
 
    Anodic oxidation [50-53] 
 

 
~10 nm to 40µm of TiO2 
layer, adsorption and 
incorporation of electrolyte 
anions 
 

Produce specific surface 
topographies; improve 
corrosion resistance; improve 
biocompatibility, bioactivity or 
bone conductivity 
 

  
 
    Biochemical methods    
    [23,61,62] 
 

Coating deposition 
Modification through silanized 
titania, photochemistry, self-
assembled monolayers, 
protein-resistance, etc. 
 

 
Induce specific cell and tissue 
response by means of surface-
immobilized peptides, 
proteins, or growth factors 
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Sol-gel deposition 
 
In the sol–gel method, chemical reactions occur not at the interface between the sample surface and 
solution or gel, but rather in the solution. Generally, the sol-gel method is widely used in order to 
deposit thin (<10µm) ceramic coatings. When compared to conventional thin film processes, the sol-gel 
method ensures better control regarding of the chemical composition and microstructure of the 
coating, preparation of homogeneous films, reduction of the densification temperature, and finally 
simpler equipment and lower cost [7]. Many coatings, such as titanium oxide (TiO2), calcium phosphate 
(CaP), TiO2–CaP composites and silica-based coatings have been prepared on titanium and its alloys for 
biomedical applications [7,54].  
 
Chemical vapour deposition (CVD) 
 
On the other hand, chemical vapour deposition (CVD) is a process involving chemical reactions 
between chemicals in the gas phase and the surface of the substrate, resulting in the deposition of a 
non-volatile compound on the substrate and is quite widely used as a chemical surface modification 
method. Untill now, many different CVD processes have been developed [57], such as atmospheric-
pressure chemical vapour deposition (APCVD) – good uniformity of the coating; low-pressure chemical 
vapour deposition (LPCVD) – increased hardness and corrosion resistance; laser-enhanced chemical 
vapour deposition (LECVD) – improved wear and corrosion resistance; plasma-enhanced chemical 
vapour deposition (PECVD) – improved wear and corrosion resistance; and plasma-assisted chemical 
vapour deposition (PACVD) – improved biocompatibility, chemical stability and corrosion resistance. 
More details about each of these chemical vapour deposition procedures and their advantages can be 
found in the literature [7,57]. 
 
Electrochemical methods 
 
Electrochemical processes are performed by connecting the metallic device to the positive pole of an 
electrical circuit and immersing the entire device into an electrolyte solution containg ionic substances 
or oxidants. This methodology can lead to incorporation of some ions on the material surface, and 
includes the possibility of changing the surface finish. One method that can be identified is anodization, 
which is obtained by using strong acids (e.g. H2SO4, H3PO4, HNO3, and HF) as the electrolyte solution. 
The end results of the anodization process are the thickening of the oxide layer from the usual 5-10 nm 
oxide layer formed due to atmospheric oxidation, or by modifications in the microstructure and the 
crystallinity of the titanium oxide layer [50-52]. Another electrochemical method which has been 
extensively used for deposition of ceramic coatings on the surface of metals is micro-arc oxidation 
(MAO), and high micro-hardness coatings with good adhesion, strength and wear resistance are 
attained [63]. Furthermore, if MAO is performed in the presence of an electrolyte containing calcium 
and phosphorus, a bioactive coating with reduced osseointegration of the implant is obtained [63]. 
 
Biochemical methods 
 
Some processes are based on the deposition of foreign chemical substances on the implant surface by 
electrodeposition, biomimetic precipitation of calcium phosphate through immersion in simulated 
body fluid, protein adsorption, etc. [17,62]. For example, hydroxyapatite (HA) is considered one of the 
most effective bioactive materials and can be easily deposited by immersion of the implant surface in 
different simulated body fluids.  
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Biochemical methods [23] provide the possibility of adding and bonding specific biomolecules at the 
implant surface. These treatments are focused on controlling and guiding the complex sequence of 
biochemical phenomena that take place at the interface between an implanted device and biological 
tissue, such as osseointegration.  
There are three major methods available for the biochemical treatment of a metallic surface: a) 
physico-chemical adsorption; b) covalent binding of a biomolecule on the surface and c) peptide 
inclusion into a carrier material. Physico-chemical adsorption of an active molecule to the surface is 
based on the simple process of immersing the sample into a bioactive peptide-containing solution. 
Despite the ease of this method, the main drawback is that it does not ensure controlled deposition, 
which is essential for directing the interactions with biological tissues. Furthermore, the adsorbed 
molecules can be displaced and diffused from the adsorption site. Covalent attachment uses the 
chemical properties of the material surface to covalently bind the bioactive molecule. Here different 
strategies are focused on increasing the number of reactive -OH groups. However, covalent binding 
does not result in control of the surface density of peptides, which can affect the biological response. 
Hence, peptide inclusion into a carrier molecule has the advantage of enabling control of the amount 
of bioactive peptide introduced and used to coat the implant surface. Carriers, mostly polymers, can be 
either simply impregnated with the active biomolecules or covalently bound to the carrier structure. 
An elegant method frequently used to render the metallic substrate responsive to various stimuli is 
based on using self-assembled monolayers (SAMs) as coatings. The advantage of SAMs lies in their 
structure, which is that of a bifunctional molecule with a head group that is able to interact strongly 
with a metal, oxide or polymer and arrange itself on the surface of the material; the attachment 
mechanism has been extensively discussed [64] and is based on immobilization of the biomolecule on 
the biomedical implant surface [65]. 
The biomechanical performance of an implanted device largely depends on the properties of its 
surface, in terms of both chemical composition and roughness. The anchored or adsorbed 
biomolecules are normally present on the cell membrane and extra-cellular matrix. Among other 
proteins, many studies have been focused on the family of beta transforming growth factors (TGF-β) 
and bone morphogenetic proteins (BMPs) [61]. However, the use of a protein by itself is not very 
reproducible since it will have both a low chemical stability and solubility in the biological environment. 
As an alternative, smaller biologically active sequences, namely peptides, which are part of the total 
aminoacid sequence of a protein have been isolated/synthesized and attached to the desired substrate 
[17]. One of the most investigated peptides is the Arg-Gly-Asp (RGD) amino acid sequence, which is 
known to be the minimal cell-recognisable sequence in many adhesive proteins [66,67]. 
 
Physical methods 
 
Physical surface modification methods include processes such as thermal spraying, physical vapour 
deposition, ion implantation and glow discharge plasma treatment, where chemical reactions do not 
occur. The surface modified layer, film or coating obtained on the titanium substrate is mainly a 
product of the thermal, kinetic, and electrical energy involved. Some of these methods and their 
objectives are listed in Table 5.4. 
In thermal spraying methods, the coating is obtained by thermally melting the coating materials into 
liquid droplets and spraying them onto the substrate at high speed – in this case the coating is due to 
kinetic energy. Depending on the maximum temperature used, thermal spraying may be separated into 
flame and plasma spraying, in which plasma spraying can provide very high temperatures. Other 
spraying techniques include high velocity oxy-fuel (HVOF) spraying, detonation gun (D-GUN) spraying, 
arc spraying and so on [7,68,69]; for the milestones achieved in thermal spray coating of functional 
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titanium dioxide, as well as a thorough review of their applications in bone implants, see Gardon et al. 
[70]. Recently, cold gas spray for deposition of titanium dioxide coatings has gained interest [70,71] 
Physical vapour deposition (PVD) consists of evaporating or sputtering the target materials in a vacuum 
to form atoms, molecules or ions that are then transported to the surface of the substrate where film 
growth takes place by condensation or by reaction with the surface of the material [7]. 
 

TABLE 5.4  
An overview of physical methods used for surface modification of Ti and Ti alloys [7,47,48,] 

Physical methods 
 

Modified layer  
 

Objective 
 

 Thermal spray [70,72] 
     Flame spray, plasma 
spray, high velocity oxy-fuel 
spray, etc. 

~30 to  ~200µm of 
coatings, such as titanium, 
HA, calcium silicate, Al2O3, 
ZrO2,TiO2 

Improve wear resistance, 
corrosion resistance and 
biological properties. 
 

 Physical vapour depositon 
     Evaporation [73] 
     Ion plating [74] 
     Sputtering [75] 
 

~1µm of TiN, TiC, TiCN, 
diamond and diamond-like 
carbon thin film 
Hydroxyapatite coating by 
sputtering 

 
Improve wear resistance, 
corrosion resistance and 
blood compatibility. 
 

 
  Ion implantation and 
deposition [76] 
 

 
~10 nm of surface modified 
layer and/or um of thin film 
 

Modify surface composition; 
improve wear, corrosion 
resistance, and 
biocompatibility. 

 
  Glow discharge plasma      
treatment [77] 
 

 
~1nm to  ~100 nm of 
surface modified layer 
 

Cleaning, sterilizing or 
oxidizing the surface; surface 
nitridation; removal of the 
native oxide layer 

 

In evaporation, the thermal phase change occurs from solid to vapour and is successfully used for 
obtaining TiC and TiN coatings by evaporation of Ti in the presence of an acetylene and nitrogen 
plasma [73]. Similar TiN or TiC coatings can also be obtained by ion plating, through energetic 
bombardment of particles on the surface of the substrate influencing film formation; there are several 
procedures such as arc ion plating and plasma immersion ion plating frequently used [7,74]. Of all the 
PVD methods, sputtering is preferred for deposition of thin films due to its simplicity and flexibility. For 
biomedical applications, sputtering was mainly used to deposit thin films on titanium and its alloys so 
as to enhance their bioactivity, biocompatibility, wear and corrosion resistance. Recently, sputtering 
was also used for deposition of hydroxyapatite nanocoatings for biomedical applications [78].  
Ion implantation is performed via a bombardment, which introduces ions into the surface layer of a 
solid substrate and depending on the shape of the sample, conventional beam-line ion implantation or 
plasma immersion ion implantation are used. For more complex shapes, the latter is used as it 
circumvents the line-of-sight restriction inherent to conventional ion implantation [7]. For more 
detailed information about the advantages of ion implantation and the state-of-the-art in titanium 
based biomaterials, see Rautray et al. [79]. 
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Another physical method for implant modification is glow discharge plasma treatment, which is 
extensively used for surface modification of titanium or titanium alloys, so as to increase the 
adsorption of extracellular matrix proteins on the implant surface [80]. 
 
 

Selectively modified method: Anodization 
 
General aspects of electrochemical anodization  

 
In recent years, several methods have been developed to produce nanoscale structures on titanium 
surfaces. While irregular nanomorphologies can be easily established by chemical methods, 
electrochemical anodization of titanium is one of the most popular and novel strategies to produce 
controlled structures (including nanotubes, pillarlike nanostructures, and nanodots) on implant 
surfaces.  
In order to improve the biological, chemical, and mechanical properties of biomaterials, significant 
research has been aimed at finding more suitable biomaterials with nanotopography which could offer 
improved bioperformance. TiO2 nanotubes can be easily grown by electrochemical anodization of Ti or 
its alloys. Over the last two decades, the electrochemical formation of self-organized nanotube layers 
in dilute fluoride-containing electrolytes has been studied intensively [81, 84]. Wei et al. [85] showed 
that on anodization of Ti in organic electrolytes of low water content, the formation of ordered TiO2 
nanoporous structures could be observed. I.e., the water content in the electrolyte is the critical factor 
that determines whether self-ordered oxide nanotubes or nanopores are formed. This supports the 
concept that tube formation originates from ordered porous oxide by a “pore-wall-splitting” 
mechanism [85]. 
By tailoring the anodization conditions [86,87] (applied voltage, anodization time and concentrations of 
chemicals) TiO2 nanotubes of different diameters from 15 nm up to 300 nm and different lengths can 
be obtained [86]. Recently, Roy et al. [87] and Kowalski et al. [88] reviewed the mechanisms involved in 
anodization and the recent advances in the formation of nanostructured oxides in the form of 
nanotubes, nanopores with hole morphology, mesosponges, nanochannels and microcones grown on 
titanium or titanium alloys.  
The general nanotubular and nanoporous morphologies obtained for titanium in classical organic 
electrolytes, similar to [85], are presented in Figure 5.1 with emphasis on the ability to tailor 
nanotubular morphologies (e.g. diameter controlled), as well as indicating the difference between 
nanotubular and nanoporous structures (see Figure 5.1 e) and f)). 
For more details about the mechanism of anodization and all the factors involved in controlling the 
morphology of the nanostructures through the anodization conditions, see the comprehensive review 
by Roy et al. [87]. Moreover, the possibility of using amorphous or crystalline nanostructures, and the 
effect of crystallinity on the hydrophilic character or other morphological or structural properties 
should be considered.  
TiO2 nanotubes can be obtained on almost all titanium alloys containing valve metals (transition 
metals), such as Ti-6Al-7Nb [89, 91], Ti-6Al-4V [89], TiZr alloys with different Zr concentrations [92,93] 
or on other biomedical alloys developed or tested for biomedical applications (Ti-6Al-4Zr, etc.). 
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FIGURE 5.1  
Top view SEM images of different diameter TiO2 nanotubes obtained in classical ethylene glycol electrolyte: a) 15 
nm, b) 50 nm, c) 100 nm, and of TiO2 nanopores: d) 15 nm. Cross-sectional images and top view of the 
nanostructures along the cross-section of e) TiO2 nanotubes, and f) TiO2 nanopores. 

 
 

Biomedical applications of TiO2 nanotubes  
 
Nanotube diameter and cellular response 
 
Titania nanotube arrays are one of the most promising candidate of titanium or titanium alloy 
nanostructures for implant applications, e.g. dental implantology. Several in vitro studies [18,94, 96] 
have demonstrated that cells cultured on nanotubular surfaces possessed higher adhesion, 
proliferation, ALP activity and bone matrix deposition.  
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The influence of the nanomorphological features of titania nanotubes on the cellular response is 
particularly striking, especially the finding that there is a clear effect of the diameter, and that 
diameters of 15-20 nm are optimal for increased cell adhesion and proliferation [96,97]. Examples of 
the nanotubular structures used for checking the influence of diameter size on cell adhesion and 
proliferation are presented in Figure 5.2, showing the remarkable control achieved over the diameter 
of such structures. 
 

 
 
FIGURE 5.2  
Top-view SEM images of self-assembled layers of vertically oriented TiO2 nanotubes of six different diameters 
ranging between 15nm and 100 nm formed in 1 M H3PO4 containing 0.3 wt.% HF, at potentials between 1 and 20 V 
for 1 h. Scale bars: 200 nm. Reproduced with permission from [97]. Copyright 2007. American Chemical Society.  

 
Besides the clear diameter size effect showing that a diameter of approximately 15 nm significantly 
increases the adhesion, proliferation and differentiation of mesenchymal stem cells, higher tube 
diameters of approximately 100 nm led to programmed cell death (apoptosis) [96, 98]. This size-effect 
was confirmed for different substrate materials such as TiO2 and ZrO2 [98], for different states of 
crystallization (amorphous and annealed) [98], and for different fluoride contents in the tubes [98]. 
Furthermore, the size effect was confirmed for several types of living cells, i.e. mesenchymal stem cells, 
haematopoietic stem cells, endothelial cells, osteoblasts and osteoclasts [87]. The size effect is 
explained by the specifically tailored nanotubular morphology, because integrin clustering in the cell 
membrane leads to a focal adhesion complex with a size of about 10 nm in diameter, this being a 
perfect fit to nanotubes with diameters of about 15 nm [97]. 
One aspect often ignored concerns the toxicity of TiO2 nanostructures. In this respect in 2010 Feschet-
Chassot et al. used the ciliated protozoan T. pyriformis to predict the toxicity of titanium dioxide 
nanotube layers towards biological systems [99]. Titanium surfaces do not show any characteristic in 
vitro toxicity effect [100].  
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Nanotubes and protein interaction 
 
Irrespective of the location of the implant (blood-contacting, orthopaedic or dental implant) the first 
step taking place after implantation is the adsorption of proteins from the surrounding tissue or 
medium. The amount and type of protein adsorbed further influences the fate of the implant– as 
pointed out in section “Biocompatibilty of medical devices”.  
Gongadze et al. [40,41] proposed a mechanism for the adhesion of cells to a nanorough titanium 
implant surface with sharp edges. The basic assumption was that the attraction between the negatively 
charged titanium surface and a negatively charged osteoblast is mediated by charged proteins with a 
distinctive quadrupolar internal charge distribution. Similarly, cation-mediated attraction between 
fibronectin molecules (present in the extracellular matrix) and the titanium surface is expected to be 
more efficient for a high surface charge density, resulting in facilitated integrin-mediated osteoblast 
adhesion. Osteoblasts could be more strongly bound along the sharp convex edges or spikes of 
nanorough titanium surfaces where the magnitude of the negative surface charge density is the 
highest. It is therefore plausible that the nanorough regions of titanium surfaces with sharp edges and 
spikes could promote the adhesion of osteoblasts. A small diameter nanotube surface has on average 
more sharp convex edges per unit area than a large one, leading to a strong binding affinity on the 
surface of small diameter nanotubes [40,41]. 
 
Nanotubes for orthopaedic and dental implants 

Implant topography is critical to the clinical success of bone-anchored implants, yet further research 
needs to be done on how nanomodified implant topography affects osseointegration. Previous in vitro 
studies [98] reported that the topography of TiO2 nanotubes improved osteoblast proliferation and 
adhesion compared to normal titanium surfaces. The increased in vitro cellular activities for titania 
nanotubes also translated into in vivo bone bonding [96,98]. Nanotubular surfaces significantly 
improved bone bonding strength by as much as nine-fold compared with grit blasted surfaces [44], and 
histological analysis revealed greater bone-implant contact and collagen type I expression, confirming 
the better in vivo behaviour of titania nanotubes. In vitro tests performed on nanotubes obtained on 
different alloys such as Ti-6Al-7Nb [90] or TiZr alloys [101] suggest their use in orthopaedic cellular 
therapy. 
Covalent immobilization of different biomolecules can be used as a tool for differentiation of 
mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs) from specific cells. For example, immobilization of epidermal growth 
factor (EGF) [102] on 100nm diameter TiO2 nanotubes enabled the seeded cells to avoid apoptosis and 
to become attached and promote proliferation (as shown in Figure 5.3a). Immobilization of bone 
morphogenetic protein-2 (BMP-2) [103] on nanotubes of varying diameter showed higher osteocalcin 
and osteopontin levels on 30 nm diameter TiO2 nanotubes. When BMP-2 was covalently immobilized 
via carbonyldiimidazol (CDI) [104] the differentiation of MSCs was observed to depend on diameter, 
namely, an enhanced osteogenic differentiation occurred on 15 nm nanotubes (see Figure 5.3b), and 
chondrogenic differentiation on 100 nm nanotubes. 
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FIGURE 5.3  
a) Schematic illustration of EGF immobilization via  carbonyldiimidazole chemistry; cell proliferation rates after 7 
days for unmodified and EGF immobilized surfaces with compact oxide, 15 nm and 100 nm diameter nanotubes ( 
cell proliferation was measured by a colorimetric WST-1 assay 7 days after cell plating (*p = 0.0021; **p = 0.0120; 
***p = 0.0005) Reproduced with permission from Ref. [102]. Copyright 2011. The Royal Society of Chemistry. b) 
Schematic illustration of BMP-2 immobilization by covalent reaction of an amino group of the protein with the 
grafted CDI; osteocalcin staining indicates that differentiation of MSCs to osteoblasts was strongly supported on 15 
nm BMP-2-coated nanotubes, but much less on uncoated nanotubes. Reproduced with permission from Ref.  
[104]. Copyright 2012. WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. 

 
Nanotubes for bladder stents 

The materials currently used for bladder applications often suffer from incomplete coverage by 
urothelial cells, leading to continuous exposure of the underlying materials so aggravating the immune 
response [105]. Complications with ureteral stents usually comprise infection and/or blockage due to 
encrustation [106]. Such complications could be avoided by promoting the formation of a monolayer of 
urothelial cells on the surface of the stent, since the urothelial cells would prevent immune cells and 
bacteria from interacting with the stent [107]. Nanotechnology may aid in urothelialization of bladder 
stents, since the unique surface energies of nanostructures could promote the adsorption of proteins 
important for urothelial cell adhesion and proliferation. Comparing bladder stents coated with 20nm or 
80 nm diameter nanotubes to normal titanium bladder stents [108], the 20 nm diameter nanotubular 
titanium stents enhanced human urothelial cell adhesion and growth up to 3 days in culture. Despite 
these promising results, there are few studies on the use of TiO2 nanotubes for bladder stents, where 
nanotubular structures should be further explored for such applications. 
 
Nanotubes for blood-contacting applications 
 
As discussed previously in section “Biocompatibility of medical devices”; the first event taking place on 
the surface of the implant immediately after its implantation is adsorption of blood proteins at the 
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implant-liquid interface. What happens to the adsorbed protein layer governs the interaction of 
platelets and their adhesion or activation, leukocyte recruitment, activation of intrinsic coagulation and 
of the complement [109]; moreover, all four processes are capable of eliciting a thrombogenic 
response in vivo. Stepwise, first the adsorbed protein layer will lead to adhesion and activation of the 
platelets, which is fundamental in forming the fibrin clot and recruiting leukocytes (as monocytes and 
neutrophils). Second, the platelets will trigger an inflammatory immune response which will lead to 
either thrombosis and/ or fibrous encapsulation of the implant [109,110]. Studies [111, 113] indicated 
increased blood serum protein adsorption, platelet adhesion and activation and whole blood clotting 
kinetics on titania nanotube arrays. Furthermore, a decrease of thrombogenic effects and surface-
induced fibrin clot formation was observed on nanotubes when compared to titanium surfaces. This 
was evident from the slightly decreased levels of complement activation and slightly increased degree 
of free fibrinogen on nanotubular surfaces [21,111,112]. When the structure of the nanotubes was 
modified from amorphous to crystalline, a decrease of the haemolytic index was observed, indicating 
an increase in the haemocompatibility; although amorphous nanotubes were also non-haemolytic with 
a haemolytic activity below 2% [114]. Overall, titania nanotubular surfaces seem a promising interfacial 
material for the long-term success of blood-contacting implants. 

Nanotubes for antibacterial activity 

Bacterial infection of in-dwelling medical devices is a growing problem that cannot be treated by 
traditional antibiotics due to the increasing prevalence of antimicrobial resistance and biofilm 
formation [115,116]. Controlled diameter nanotubes (amorphous or crystalline) displayed significantly 
changed responses to both Staphylococcus epidermidis (S. epidermidis) and Staphylococcus aureus (S. 
aureus) – pathogens relevant for orthopaedic and other medical device-related infections [115,117]. It 
is obvious that a similar size-effect also exists for bacteria, where use of larger diameter nanotubes 
decreased the number of live bacteria (S. aureus and S. epidermidis) as compared to lower diameter 
ones (20 nm) or Ti [115,118].  
The antibacterial activity of titanium or titanium alloy nanostructures could be due to: i) the 
nanostructuring of the implant surface (the diameter size-effect); ii) the use of alloys with inherent 
antimicrobial properties or by decorating the nanostructures with antimicrobial nanoparticles; and 
finally iii) by the functionalization of the nanostructures with anti-inflammatory agents or by loading 
drugs inside the nanostructures (as will be discussed in the following subsection). 
When using titanium alloys containing elements which could inhibit bacteria (eg. zirconium) such as 
Ti50Zr alloy [119], smaller diameter nanotubes showed an increased antibacterial effect against E. coli. 
Other examples of such alloys include Ti-Nb-Zr-Mo [120], Ti-Al-Nb and so on [87]. Antimicrobial 
nanoparticles used for decorating the nanostructures include Ag [121] and Zn [122], while less 
investigated antimicrobial agents include copper, fluorine and calcium. 
 
Nanotubes for drug delivery 

Current orthopaedic implants have functional lifetimes of only 10–15 years for a variety of reasons 
including infection, extensive inflammation, and overall poor osseointegration (or a lack of prolonged 
bonding of the implant to the juxtaposed bone) [4]. To improve properties of titanium for orthopaedic 
applications, it is possible to coat the nanotubular structures with infection-reducing drugs 
(penicillin/streptomycin) or inflammation-reducing drugs (dexamethasone) by simple physical 
adsorption or deposition from simulated body fluid (SBF). For example when drugs where deposited 
from SBF, a drug elution times of up to 3 days was registered [123]. 
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Shrestha et al. [124] showed that TiO2 nanotubes can be filled with magnetic Fe3O4 particles and thus 
be magnetically guided to desired locations. Such a structure can be used directly for photocatalytic 
reactions with cells or tissue, such as the site-selective killing of cancer cells. UV light can also be used 
for killing cancer cells though the use of nanotubes but there is the disadvantage of needing direct 
access for the UV light to the TiO2 nanotubes. 
More recent work [125,126] focused on using an amphiphilic nanotubular structure consisting of 
nanotubes that provide a hydrophobic cap (using a monolayer coating) which does not allow body 
fluids to enter the nanotubes unless the cap is opened by a photocatalytic interaction. Based on the 
same principle, drug-loaded nanotubular layers can also be capped with biopolymers [127]. 
 
 

Summary 
 
Titanium and its alloys continue to be some of the most promising biomaterials used for biomedical 
devices. Despite their outstanding properties (good mechanical resistance, corrosion resistance, 
biocompatibility) since they are bioinert materials surface modification is necessary to improve 
osseointegration, haemocompatibility or other properties important in their respective biomedical 
applications. In this work, an overview of the generally used surface modification methods for 
improving the properties of titanium and titanium alloys for biomedical applications was presented, 
also taking into account the current shift of research from the micrometre to the nanometre scale. 
Mechanical methods (grinding, polishing, attrition, etc.), chemical methods (chemical treatments, sol-
gel methods, anodic oxidation, etc.) and physical methods (thermal spray, ion implantation and 
deposition, etc.) were discussed with respect to their effects on the implant surface and its 
biocompatibility. One of the most promising recently emerging methods for obtaining nanometre scale 
surfaces, namely electrochemical anodizing leading to nanotubular structures with controlled 
diameters in the range of 15 nm up to 250 nm, was discussed. General aspects of electrochemical 
anodization were presented, as well as the use of such nanostructures in the biomedical field where 
cellular interactions and protein adhesion in orthopaedic, dental and blood-contacting applications or 
drug-delivery applications were discussed. With the development of current surface engineering 
techniques, cutting edge morphologies in the nanometre scale for implant applications, bladder stents 
and for specific biomedical applications. Visualizing biointerfaces and biomaterials with nanometre 
precision in a three-dimensional scale, could reveal new fundamental information on material 
properties and bone response, enabling better design of biomaterials for the future. 
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